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It is not for our family, it is not to secure a good position, it is not to earn money, it is not to obtain a diploma, that
we study. We study to learn, to know, to understand the world, and for the sake of the joy that it gives us.

Prim Bulletin

With Love and Hope, Editor, Prim Buddies
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From the Principal’s Desk
Time flies...............when you are having fun. We welcomed this month with celebration of “The
Mother’s Birthday, and Swami Vivekanada’s Birth Anniversary. Not to forget the wonderful and
grand Prim fest Carnival for our loving Primroseans. We at Primrose schools believe in providing
high quality education in a happy and a positive learning environment. We continue to work hard
at delivering a balanced scholastic and co scholastic curriculum for our children. Our children
participated in the inter –school competitions held at Jeppiar school.

Story Time –
Unity is Strength
Once there lived three sons. They were
quarrelling always. Once they were
stuck on an island. In the island, they
were quarrelling over a log of wood.
The eldest, who was a wise one, had an
idea. He didn’t want the wood. So he
asked the middle son. The middle son
who was lazy said, “I hear a man
walking. I will sell this to him can ask
him to make a boat. Then we can go
home”.

Once upon a time, there lived few
pigeons and a mouse in the jungle. One
day the pigeons travelled to a place.
They were very hungry. On the way, they
saw some grains in a net. When they sat
down, the net trapped them. They flew
together and escaped from the hunter’s
trap. They flew to the mouse and asked
to remove the net. Brilliant birds!
Ashwin, Std IV

Then he turned to the youngest and
said, “What will you do?” He said,
“Since there is room for more than 10
people, so I will cut seats for 4 people.
Then I will make oars. Then with the
wood, I shall cut them into thin sticks
and tie them into a circle with the
vines here. If we are in danger, I shall
set fire to it. Any ship coming nearby
will see it and come to rescue us.” But
the middle son objected.
Then the eldest son said that they
could mix the plans and become
united. All of them agreed.
They managed to go home and became
happy!
Aditya, Std IV
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My Daddy; the BEST DADDY!!

I love my daddy. He is very
sweet and soft daddy. He is a
caring father.

My daddy takes me out to
malls and juice shops.
When he bakes cake, it is

When I go wrong, he does not
get angry with me. He never
forgets to buy gifts on my
birthday.

always beautiful and also
tasty. My daddy knows to
make dhal and many other

He is a very good friend to me.
He takes us to the beach many
times. I love playing in the
beach sand along with my cute
little brothers.

dishes. He works for a
software company.

I love my daddy!!

- Amrithaa, Std II

- Hari Priya, Std II
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If you are happy and you know it..

KG children, rain & paper boats

Prim Quote
Give up all personal seeking for comfort, satisfaction, enjoyment or happiness.
Be only a burning fire for progress, take whatever comes to you as an aid to
your progress and immediately make whatever progress is required.

The Mother
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